
MAKING PEOPLE 
HAPPIER, HEALTHIER, AND 
WEALTHIER 
WITH BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 



Which works better?

1. Monetary Incentive + loss aversion
“MBAO PENSION PLAN deposited 20/- into your account. Save at 
least 100/- this week to keep it...If you don’t, MBAO will take it back.”

2.    SMS on behalf of kids
“Hi (daddy) , Please deposit as much as you can this week to MBAO 
PENSION PLAN for our future! Thank you for saving. (Jane)”

3.    Gold coin 



Intuitions Evidence



Can Behavioral Science  
help save more lives?

Principal, Global Health and Development



What can Behavioral Science add?

1. Help define the problem

“If I had one hour to save the world, 
I would spend 55 minutes defining 
the problem and only 5 minutes 
finding the solution.”

2. Test & Tweak the treatment



What kills us?

1. Wrong diagnosis → wrong interventions 

“If I had one hour to save the 
world, I would spend 55 minutes 
defining the problem and only 5 
minutes finding the solution.”



-Move more? 
-Eat less?
-Relax?

European Region

Source: WHO, 2016



23%







Behavioral 
Diagnosis

Lack intention Intention-behavior gap 

Uninformed;
False beliefs

Not so effortful

Mindless

[Forgetfulness;
Inattention]

Effortful

Bounded willpower

[Lack self-control]



The war for attention!



● Heuristics

● Habits

Lack intention

Intention-behavior gap



System II System I 



The limited cognitive energy in 
System II can be depleted...

Not sustainable if always 
dependent on self-control...

We are often too tired to use 
self-control...  



Source: Woolley & Fishbach, 2017

New Year Resolutions - “Which ones last longer?”

VS.

Useful, 
life-changing, 

important?
Rewarding, 

fun, 
enjoyable? 



Source: Woolley & Fishbach, 2017

New Year Resolutions - “Which ones last longer?”

Life-changing, 
useful, important?

Rewarding, 
fun, enjoyable? 

but painful, 
difficult, non-

gratifying
 

VS.



Can BS help save more lives?

1. Diagnose before treating → System I vs. II



Myopia? 

Intention-behavior gap 

→ fail to act upon invisible long-term benefits…



BIT: operation 
20 times more 

efficient!.



vs.

Increased sales by 71%

Wansink (2013)

Make it Easy



Make it Attractive

Immediate System I gratification 
substituting long-term rewards!





Good idea, but 
not scalable!



Gamification of 
“targeting”



Make it Social



Make it Timely



Do the right thing for the 
wrong reason!



Choice architecture



Behavioral 
Diagnosis

Lack intention Intention-behavior gap 

Uninformed;
False beliefs

Not so effortful

Mindless

[Forgetfulness;
Inattention]

Effortful

Bounded willpower

[Lack self-control]



Our behavior vs. medicines 



              [Not so effortful]

Mindless 
(Habitual response)

    

[Effortful]

Bounded willpower

 Rewards-substitution! Habits: cue-response-rewards





Case: M-TIBA



A mobile health wallet just for health



Top 10 Causes of Death in African Region 

Deaths per 100,000 population Source: WHO

1 in 3 die from treatable…

1 in 26 children from diarrhoeal...

“What if you save enough to pay for it…”



Common 
Sense/intuitions BE interventions?

15

Bonus, save 100/-, get 50/-…

SMS reminding people how important it is…

Radio campaigns…

Suppose you are the CMO of M-TIBA...



What did we do?



PATIENT
JOURNEY

39

1. Diagnose



Hard constraint?

Do they have enough money 
to set aside? 



Women Men



Intention?

Do they want to save for 
health expenses? 





Intention-behavior gap?

Did they simply forget to?



Simple reminder: Hi {user_name}, did you save, as little as 10/-? 

No reminder Simple reminder

3X



2. Validate diagnoses, 
tweak interventions 
before scaling

Can BS help save more lives?



A. Anchor of 100: Save 100/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 50/- bonus this month!
B. Anchor of 10:   Save as little as 10/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 50/- bonus if you save at least 100/- 

this month!



A. Anchor of 100: Save 100/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 50/- bonus this month!
B. Anchor of 10:   Save as little as 10/- in M-TIBA, and unlock 50/- bonus if you save at least 100/- 

this month!



•Without reminding them the bonus: Did you save, as little as 10/-?  

•With reminding them the bonus: Did you save, as little as 10/-? Save in total 100/- or 

more by April 30th to get 50/- bonus.

Make a guess: Which works better?



•Without reminding them the bonus: Did you save, as little as 10/-?  

•With reminding them the bonus: Did you save, as little as 10/-? Save in total 100/- or 

more by April 30th to get 50/- bonus.

Make a guess: Which works better?

No difference!



Behavioral 
Diagnosis

Lack intention

(System II & I)

Intention-behavior gap 

(Mostly System I barriers)

Uninformed;
False beliefs

Or, 

not in system I 

Not so effortful

Mindless

[Forgetfulness;
Inattention]

Effortful

Bounded willpower

[Lack self-control]



—> YES, but at the level 
of system I or II?



Health Financing Game: Happy Money 













Simulated personalized discovery
-Experiential learnings that last.





Common 
Sense/intuitions

15

BE interventions?

A calendar with a bit of extra…



Social norm?



   Women and men react differently to these interventions!









Habit of spending & saving?



Habit formation: 
       
1. Stable CUE conditioning
2. RESPONSE rehearsal 
3. Immediate, variable REWARDS



1. Stable CUE conditioning





0% 12.5%



Onboarding: RESPONSE rehearsal 



Can behavioral science 
save lives?



 

If we use medical 
procedure for 
behavioral cure...

1. ?

2. Diagnose (system I vs. II)

3. Test and tweak 



1. Intention-behavior 
gap of applying 
behavioral insights!



Bridge your intention-behavior gap

1. Any behavioral cure?

2. Plan: Make an appointment with yourself to ask a behavioral 

expert about your product’s behavioral problem. 

3. Ask you boss to be your accountability buddy and text you 

compliment...


